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ABSTRACT
We (lecturers on geometry and engineering)

formed a course on geometry and interactive graphical
design for students who are interested in space probe
construction and planetary science modeling. Geome-
try of space structures is more attractive if graphical
projections and movements can be visualized. We
show some results of this curriculum. Several com-
puter programs were selected to realize design prod-
ucts. Spatial relations were constructed, visualized,
transformed, and by vrlm extension the observer could
fly over the objects as if he/she traveled in spacecraft.
INTRODUCTION

In history of science geometry was always
strongly connected with space research studies [1],
[2]. There are several computer graphic programs
(Mathematica [3], Graf, Maple, vrlm, etc.) which help
learning not only how to design geometric projections
of a space structure, but how to move (around, outside,
inside) to see objects. We selected those type of pro-
grams which specially help spatial view and spatial
arrangement transformations during construction.

Fig. 1. Kabai: Icosahedral station with fullerene outer skeleton (5,6,6).

Complexity of these programs allows handling para-
metric equations of constructing functions. Computer

design of great structures with modular elements can
be learned quickly, and spatial movements around

Fig. 2. L. Szilassi: Mutually invading spatial knots in a pentagon-
dodecahedral form.

Fig. 3. One thoroidal helix along the equator of a (3,5,3,5) skeletal
structure.

a space object (sp. station, asteroid) if visualized,
serves as feedback for the designer.
SPATIAL (SPACE STATION?) STRUCTURES

Just in these weeks astronauts assembled the
great rod system of the International Space Station.
Important principles in construction of stable space
skeletons: rigidity, modularity, [4], folding/opening
abilities [5], optimization of surfaces depending on
heat absorption or emission, etc. Specially principles
come from the enfolding-launch-folding out opera-
tions, which open the use of both western [6] and tra-
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ditional Japanese origami like [5] folding technologies
[7-9]. Together with classical geometry constructions
(which forms the concept of locus) and spherical as-
tronomy (coordinate systems) lessons were included.

First example shows how we can arrange a
great skeletal space construction, by using Mathe-
matica [3], and (Fig. 1.) Fig. 2. exhibits a modular
structure for teaching spatial relations with symmetry,
a knot defined along the rod system of an icosidodeca-
hedral frame. First step is construction of the module,
the helical thoroid unit with 5 helical screw (together
with the skeletal gray network it is shown on Fig. 3.)
Using symmetry of the icosahedral group it can be
easily proved that if two such helical thoroids are not
intersecting each other, then any of the six thoroids
will do the same. {The knot structure consists of 6
such helical thoroids, screwing along icosi-dodeca-
hedral truncated (3,5,3,5) (Steiner symbol) [10-11].}

Another basic principle is coming from rod
systems, centuries earlier studied in Japan [12]. Made
from bamboo the structure of self supporting rod sys-
tem does not contain gravity dependence [4], [13].

Fig. 4. This frame of bamboo system holds together without any force
over friction (Ogawa, Teshima, Watanabe, 1996 [4], [13].)

Fig. 5. shows a space station skeleton with
oriented conical grid system of bipyramid with
icosagon basic equatorial plate (almost circular at its
equator). Not only constructional principles but navi-
gation and celestial coordinate systems can be linked
to this topics. This connection of local rigid space ge-
ometry with astronomical coordinate systems in
teaching is fruitful to show the interrelations of disci-
plines used in space science. Over the geometry as
common background, the living and motion in space,
the using of space is the basic common source in this
visual modeling curriculum.

Fig. 5. Icosagon-bipyramidoidal space station structure. (Kabai, [14],)

SUMMARY
Our space geometry and structures graphic

study curriculum wanted to show examples how inter-
active computer programs help spatial geometry stud-
ies, design and motions in and around such structures.
During the use of these constructing methods various
functions were used (for example the outer mantle's
curvature of Fig. 5. is astroid). Many new works on
symmetry/space geometry papers show that unfolding
structures, many modern crystallography principles
has increasing role in space science/geometry studies.
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